Roche Digital Pathology
Virtual Consultation

Change is constant, and pathology is no exception — the newest innovations soon become the status quo. At Roche, the digital pathology transformation is a journey of unrelenting change: preparing the way for the future of healthcare with today’s scalable and integrated solutions. Transform the pathology lab with Roche innovations that empower confidence and connectivity while providing consistent, standardized results that can help improve efficiency and patient safety today — and tomorrow.

Virtual Consultation
- **Connect** to specialists or get a second opinion with time-saving efficiency.

Image Analysis
- **Experience the confidence** of an integrated solution, including Companion Algorithm image analysis, for more standardized results and objective diagnoses.

Education
- **Enrich** the learning experience and enhance medical education, training and non-clinical collaboration with cutting-edge solutions that improve access to resources.

Raise the standard of care in the pathology lab with the Roche Digital Pathology portfolio and give patients tomorrow’s care today.
Expand your practice to — everywhere

Connectivity enables efficiency, quality and flexibility, and can improve patient care and safety in the pathology lab. Remote specialists can quickly access a patient’s slides to help deliver clinically sound insight with confidence, optimizing consultations and second opinions with anytime/anywhere access. This fast review process can help improve the consistency of initial diagnoses and help save patients’ precious time. The fully integrated workflow provided by the Roche Digital Pathology portfolio helps balance your workload through seamless virtual connections with colleagues and experts, no matter where they are.

• Decrease time to results while helping improve chain of custody.
• Realize productivity and efficiency improvements with access to high-quality slide images, old cases and comprehensive image analysis algorithms — all available on- or off-site.
• Decrease bottlenecks and reduce travel requirements and courier costs with centralized and distributed scanning and read options.
• Provide a platform for fast, concurrent collaboration/consultation, tumor boards and peer reviews with remote specialists.

Consult without the commute

Our flexible digital pathology portfolio can reduce travel, staffing and shipping costs while decreasing the time required for second opinions, especially for specialized cases. Small or rural locations can access specialist resources quickly, enabling improved patient care, regardless of lab location or size.

Transform your lab with confidence

Now is the time to expand your lab with the Roche Digital Pathology portfolio. Providing an industry-leading portfolio for anatomic pathology labs with the compatibility, power and convenience of a trusted single source, we are empowering labs, pathologists and health care professionals with the confidence they need to transform their practice.

Contact your local Roche representative to learn how we are continuing leadership in the clinical market, building our portfolio of validated products to stay at the forefront of CE and US IVD-validated diagnostic solutions, now and in the future.